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Abstract

The canonical history of mathematics suggests that the late 19th-century “arithmetization” of

calculus marked a shift away from spatial-dynamic intuitions, grounding concepts in static, rigor-

ous definitions. Instead, we argue that mathematicians, both historically and currently, rely on

dynamic conceptualizations of mathematical concepts like continuity, limits, and functions. In this

article, we present two studies of the role of dynamic conceptual systems in expert proof. The first

is an analysis of co-speech gesture produced by mathematics graduate students while proving a

theorem, which reveals a reliance on dynamic conceptual resources. The second is a cognitive-

historical case study of an incident in 19th-century mathematics that suggests a functional role for

such dynamism in the reasoning of the renowned mathematician Augustin Cauchy. Taken

together, these two studies indicate that essential concepts in calculus that have been defined

entirely in abstract, static terms are nevertheless conceptualized dynamically, in both contempo-

rary and historical practice.

Keywords: Mathematical practice; Metaphor; Fictive motion; Gesture; Cauchy; Calculus;

Conceptualization

1. Introduction

That mathematics is a cognitive practice is little more than a truism. Advanced mathe-

matics requires advanced thinking. And yet, when it comes to accounting for the peculiar

nature of mathematics, the cognitive aspects of its practice are puzzling. After all, mathe-

matics is resolutely abstract—concepts like numbers and functions cannot be perceived

directly through the senses—and yet its concepts and results are precise, rigorous, and
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stable. Given this, it is no wonder that philosophy of mathematics from the late 19th

century onward has been concerned chiefly with formal foundations, bracketing the details

of cognition and practice as secondary, even irrelevant (e.g. Frege, 1884). Cognition, it

seems, is far too fickle to account for the certainty and stability of mathematics.

Consider the evocative way in which modern calculus textbooks introduce the concept

of continuity: “In everyday speech a ‘continuous’ process is one that proceeds without gaps
or interruptions or sudden changes. Roughly speaking, a function y = f(x) is continuous if it
displays similar behavior” (Simmons, 1985, p. 58; our emphasis). Textbooks are quick to

remark, however, that a rigorous definition is required: “Up to this stage our remarks about

continuity have been rather loose and intuitive, and intended more to explain than to define”
(Simmons, 1985, p. 58; our emphasis). Then, the standard definitions are introduced. For

instance, here is the contemporary definition of the limit of a function:

Let a function f be defined on an open interval containing a, except possibly at a itself,

and let L be a real number. The statement limx?af(x) = L means that ∀e > 0, ∃d > 0,

such that if 0 < ∣x � a∣ < d, then ∣f(x) � L∣ < e. (Simmons, 1985)

The definition of continuity builds on this. For a function f to be continuous at a real

number a, then (a) it must be defined on an open interval containing a, (b) the limit

limx?af(x) must exist, and (c) that limit must equal f(a). Nowhere in these so-called

“e–d” definitions is there any mention of motion or space; instead, there are only motion-

less arithmetic differences (e.g., ∣f(x) � L∣), universal and existential quantifiers over

motionless real numbers (e.g., ∀e > 0, ∃d > 0), and motionless inequalities (e.g.,

0 < ∣x � a∣ < d). One common view affirms that rigorous definitions of this sort, and

perhaps the formal derivations they indicate, capture the precise meaning of mathematical

concepts and exhaust the space of valid inferences (e.g., Hilbert, 1922).

And yet contemporary mathematical discourse remains rife with dynamic language.

The introductory comments quoted above recruit dynamic expressions to talk about sup-

posedly static entities (e.g., “proceeding without gaps”). Indeed, despite the prescription

against “loose” and “intuitive” dynamic reasoning, it is common to find—even in techni-

cal books—discussions of limits and continuity that recruit dynamic terms and verbs of

motion, as in “sin 1/x oscillates more and more as x approaches zero” or “g(x) never

goes beyond 1” (N�u~nez, 2006). Mathematicians themselves use such language, describing

functions as increasing, oscillating, crossing, and even approaching a limit. So, do axi-

oms and logic exhaust the meaning of mathematical concepts? If rigorous definitions are

so precise and complete—whether couched in natural language or symbolic notation—
then why do mathematicians, in practice, routinely use such rich and evocative

language?

1.1. A functional role for cognition in mathematical practice

One possible reason for the presence of this figurative language is that it is the sur-

face manifestation of stable and productive conceptual systems. Indeed, the inferential
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structure of mathematics may reflect mathematicians’ rich, shared conceptual systems,

shaped by social practices and human sense-making needs, which are brought forth by

everyday cognitive mechanisms for human imagination (Fauconnier & Turner, 2002;

Lakoff & Núñez, 2000). In particular, the source–path–goal schema (Johnson, 1987) and

fictive motion (Talmy, 2000) have been argued to contribute to the meaning and inferen-

tial structure of mathematical concepts like functions, limits, and continuity, despite the

fact that such notions are absent from modern-day definitions of these concepts (N�u~nez,
2006; N�u~nez & Lakoff, 1998).

In this article, we investigate the possibility that mathematicians’ conceptual sys-

tems generate inferences that differ from—and perhaps complement—those captured

by canonical definitions and formalisms. We argue, moreover, that these conceptual

systems actively guide and constrain expert mathematical practice. We begin by intro-

ducing some theoretical preliminaries. Then we present new empirical evidence in

support of this central role for cognition: a quantitative analysis of graduate student

problem solving, and a cognitive-historical case study of 19th-century mathematical

practice.

2. Cognitive semantics of continuity and limits

Up until the 19th century, mathematicians had an explicitly dynamic conception of

continuity. Euler, for instance, thought of a continuous curve as “a curve described by

freely leading the hand” (cited in Stewart, 1995, p. 237). This “natural” conception of

continuity is consistent with the idea of continuity as understood outside of mathematics,

drawing on basic, shared intuitions of space and motion (N�u~nez & Lakoff, 1998).

According to researchers in cognitive linguistics, these perceptual and embodied intuitions

are organized into structured image schemas—preconceptual primitives, such as contain-
ment or support, that serve as building blocks for further abstraction (Johnson, 1987).

Experimental work in psycholinguistics and gesture studies suggests that image schemas

are psychologically real—that is, that they capture aspects of real-time cognitive process-

ing, playing a role, for instance, in comprehension and lexical semantics (e.g., Richard-

son, Spivey, McRae, & Barsalou, 2003).

In the case of natural continuity, the relevant intuitions are drawn from a source–path–
goal schema, concerned with uninterrupted motion along a course, which has the follow-

ing features (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000):

1. A trajector that moves

2. A source location (the starting point)

3. A goal—that is, an intended destination of the trajectory

4. A route from the source to the goal

5. The actual trajectory of motion

6. The position of the trajector at a given time

7. The direction of the trajector at that time
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8. The actual final location of the trajector, which may or may not be the intended

destination.

The source–path–goal schema has an internal spatial “logic” and built-in inferences

(Fig. 1). For example, if a trajector has traversed a route to a current location, it has been

at all previous locations on that route. The source–path–goal schema by itself, however,

is insufficient to characterize limits and continuity for functions. For this, further cogni-

tive mechanisms are needed: fictive motion and conceptual metaphor.

2.1. Fictive motion and conceptual metaphor

Fictive motion is a ubiquitous phenomenon of language and thought in which static

entities are conceptualized in dynamic terms, as manifested in the expression, “The equa-

tor passes through Brazil” (Talmy, 2000). The equator, as an imaginary entity, does not

actually travel across the Brazilian countryside, and yet comprehension of the expression

seems to invoke a sense of directed motion. When the movement follows a course, it pre-

serves the properties of the source–path–goal schema mentioned above.

Motion, in these cases, is fictive, imaginary, and not real in any literal sense. And yet

recent experimental studies have shown that fictive motion is not a mere fiction: Behav-

ioral and eye-tracking studies have demonstrated that comprehending fictive motion

expressions recruits spatial processing (see Matlock, 2010 for a review), and neuroimag-

ing studies have found activation in MT+, a brain area known to respond selectively to

perceived motion, for both actual and fictive motion sentences (N�u~nez, Huang, & Sereno,

2007; Saygin, McCullough, Alac, & Emmorey, 2010).

When it comes to functions, limits, and continuity, fictive motion operates on a specific

network of precise conceptual metaphors, cross-domain conceptual mappings that allow us to

conceptualize functions as having motion and directionality (Lakoff & Nunez, 2000). For

instance, the conceptual metaphor numbers are locations in space conceptualizes numbers in

Fig. 1. The Source–Path–Goal schema (after Lakoff & Nunez, 2000, p. 38).
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terms of spatial positions. The combined operation of these two mechanisms provides the

meaning and inferential structure of expressions like “g(x) never goes beyond 1,” and “If

there exists a number L with the property that f(x) gets closer and closer to L as x gets

larger and larger, then limx?∞f(x) = L” (see N�u~nez, 2006, for details).
The canonical e–d characterization of continuity found in textbooks does not have

these dynamic properties and is built on a different inferential organization: the static

notion of preservation of closeness near a location (N�u~nez & Lakoff, 1998). Understand-

ing continuity as preservation of closeness involves static locations, landmarks, reference

points, distances, but no trajectors, no paths, no directionalities, no motion. As a result,

the static e–d characterization captures a different set of inferences,1 but it ignores those

inferences underlying dynamic expressions such as “tending to a limit.” Perhaps this

dynamism is merely incidental—but this is an empirical question. Indeed, dynamic math-

ematical discourse may point to a complementary system of inferences—inferences

derived from fictive motion and source–path–goal schemas—which shapes and constrains

mathematical reasoning, and thus, plays a role in discovery, inference, and proving. In

what follows, we present two sources of evidence that this is the case.

3. Dynamism in the contemporary practice of calculus

Dynamic language is not, on its own, conclusive evidence for dynamic thought. The

dynamic expressions of textbooks and casual mathematical discourse could be the sedi-

mentation of historical patterns of thought, conventionalized expressions that lack cogni-

tive reality, and merely stand as a shorthand for the rigorous, static concepts.

Contemporary mathematical practice might be dynamic on the surface but static at its

core.

One tool for investigating the conceptual processes underlying real-time inference is

the study of gesture—that is, spontaneous motor action co-produced with speech and

thought. Co-speech gesture has a number of properties that make it useful for the study

of abstract thought. For one, the body is a privileged semiotic resource during situated

interaction, and gesture figures prominently in such embodied meaning making (Goodwin,

2000). In addition, gesture reflects thought processes that are not evident in speech. For

instance, when children explain their solutions to algebra problems, their speech and

gesture together are more indicative of their implicit solution strategy than either speech

or gesture alone (Alibali, Bassok, Solomon, Syc, & Goldin-Meadow, 1999). Moreover,

Cienki (1998) showed that gesture can reflect metaphoric thought even in the absence of

metaphoric speech. Indeed, gesture is often unmonitored and spontaneous and can thus

serve as a visible index of underlying thought (McNeill, 1992).

The recruitment of dynamic resources in mathematics is not limited to spoken or writ-

ten language but is also manifested in mathematicians’ co-speech gesture production, sug-

gesting that the fictive motion found in speech and text has some real-time cognitive

reality (N�u~nez, 2006, 2009). The existing research on gesture production in mathematics,

however, has been restricted to the contexts of teaching and learning—and mathematical
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pedagogy is a tenuous proxy for mathematical practice. After all, it is standard teaching

technique to use concrete illustrations and analogies to ground the abstruse in the every-

day, such as when a physics professor describes electricity as liquid running through a

pipe—even though the professor herself does not reason about electricity in terms of

liquids (Gentner & Gentner, 1983). The transition from novice to expert practice might

require the gradual abandonment of these pedagogical scaffolds. When experts are gener-

ating a proof, do they rely on dynamic conceptual resources?

3.1. Documenting expert proof practices

To investigate the role of fictive motion and source–path–goal schemas in contempo-

rary calculus, we analyzed a video corpus collected during a study on expert proof prac-

tices.2 Six pairs of graduate students in mathematics (three women, nine men) at a large

American research university were paid to participate in a semicontrolled naturalistic

study. Participants were asked to prove a fixed-point theorem:

Theorem

Let f be a strictly increasing function3 from the interval [0, 1] to the interval [0, 1].
Then there exists a number a in the interval [0, 1] such that f, a = a.

Each dyad had up to 40 min to prove the theorem, working together at the blackboard

in a seminar room, after which they were asked to explain their proof to the experi-

menter. The entire session was video recorded, resulting in a video corpus of nearly 5 h.

Note that this theorem evokes mathematical concepts with entirely static definitions,

but which may also be conceptualized dynamically—concepts like continuity, increasing

functions, and limits. If inference making during proving is driven by the static, canonical

definitions of these mathematical concepts, then co-speech gesture should reflect this

static conceptual organization. If these mathematical concepts are truly metaphorical and

dynamic, on the other hand, then co-speech gesture should reveal this dynamism.

The video corpus was analyzed in two steps. First, based on research in cognitive

linguistics (N�u~nez, 2006; Talmy, 2000), we generated a principled list of lexical items

thought to reflect fictive motion and source–path–goal schemas, as well as those thought

to reflect static conceptualizations. These included mathematical terms (e.g., function,

continuity, limit, contain), verbs of motion (e.g., to cross, to move, to jump), and spatial

terms (e.g., up, between, left, right). The corpus was then searched for instances where

these lexical items were accompanied by representational gestures (McNeill,1992), and

the accompanying gesture phrases were singled out for further analysis. Next, these

gesture phrases were categorized as either dynamic or static using a coding scheme. Since
gestures are co-speech motor actions and thus necessarily involve movement, the coding

scheme differentiated between gestures for which the dynamism was an artifact of gesture

production and those for which the dynamism was expressive. The coding scheme criteria
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attended to details of gesture kinematics and morphology. A gesture phrase was coded as

dynamic if it had an unbroken trajectory involving smooth motion; as static if it consisted

of a divided trajectory involving staccato motion; and as ambiguous if it did not transpar-

ently fit into either of these categories.

3.2. Dynamism in expert proving

All the dyads produced proofs that were nearly complete. Every participant but one

produced representational gestures co-timed to the specified lexical items, for a total of

166 coded gestures. Of these, half (50.6%) were coded as dynamic, and slightly less

(41.6%) as static.4 Gesture production by participants is summarized in Fig. 2.

To investigate the degree to which gesture type was determined by accompanying con-

ceptual processes, we focused on mathematical concepts that have been suggested to have

a privileged construal that is primarily either dynamic or static: dynamic concepts like

increasing function, continuity, and intersection, and static concepts like containment and
closeness (Lakoff & Nunez, 2000). As hypothesized, gesture dynamism varied according

to the content of the co-occurring speech, with certain concepts associated with a preva-

lence of dynamic or static gestures. For instance, gestures co-produced with talk of

increase, continuity, and intersection were more often dynamic; those co-produced with

talk of containment and closeness were more often static (Fig. 3).

To test the significance of this trend for each concept, the proportion of co-produced

dynamic gestures was calculated for each participant who gestured while discussing that

concept. Among those participants who gestured while speaking of “increase,” co-produced

gestures were significantly more often dynamic [F(1, 10) = 28.90, p = .0003]. Continuity

and intersection were associated with a higher rate of dynamic gesture, although this

effect did not reach significance. Participants produced a significantly higher proportion

of static gestures, on the other hand, while discussing “containment” [F(1, 12) = 6.75,

p = .0232] and “closeness” [F(1, 10) = 76.73, p < .0001]. These quantitative regularities

Fig. 2. Breakdown of gesture production by participant.
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in gesture production suggest that dynamic construals persist in the midst of highly tech-

nical proofs, even when the proofs invoke the canonical, static definitions.

A few examples will illustrate the range and regularities of participants’ gesture. The

concept of “increase” seemed to demand an exclusively dynamic treatment; co-produced

representational gestures were all dynamic. For instance, in Fig. 4, the participant is

discussing “increasing sequences.” At the onset of the word “increasing,” he begins to

fluidly move his left hand upwards and toward the right, his thumb extended as if tracing

the motion of an imagined trajectory—and, notably, not pointing at a blackboard inscrip-

tion (Fig. 4A). He then produces a similar dynamic gesture with his right hand (Fig. 4B)

before retracting both hands as he finishes saying “sequences” (Fig. 4C). Both hand mor-

phology (extended thumb) and kinematics (fluid diagonal motion) are suggestive of a

dynamic construal of the associated sequence, in which a variable serves as an imagined

trajector that moves from bottom left to top right as it increases in value over time.

Compare this with the participant in Fig. 5 who is working with inequalities in set

notation when he produces a quintessentially dynamic gesture. As he says, “So that

(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 4. A dynamic gesture produced while describing an increasing sequence. Both hands evoke the

sequence’s fictive motion.

Fig. 3. Number of dynamic and static gestures by co-occurring concept.
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contradicts uhhh increasing,” his right hand flies upward and to the right, his index finger

extended in a pointing hand shape as if tracing a path (Fig. 5A,B). The participant

produces this dynamic gesture after writing a sequence of static inequalities, and yet his

gesture suggests a fundamentally dynamic understanding of increasing functions—where

functions, which do not literally move, are conceptualized in terms of trajectors moving

fictively along a trajectory. In both these examples, the graduate students conceptualize

increasing functions and sequences as dynamic, moving entities.

This gestural dynamism was not mandatory, however. Discussions of closeness and

containment, in particular, were often accompanied by static gestures (Fig. 6). Here, the

participant is discussing the values of a function within a restricted region, saying, “Well,

if you look at a, sort of, small enough [region].” Co-timed with the onset of “small,” she

quickly moves her hands toward each other (Fig. 6A), stops briefly, then retracts her

hands to their original distance (Fig. 6B), before repeating the same inward staccato

stroke as she says “enough” (Fig. 6C). This static gesture indexes two exact points in

space, evoking the end points of the function’s domain.

(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 5. A dynamic gesture produced during discussion of an increasing function. A fluid rightward hand

movement is co-timed with speech.

(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 6. A static gesture co-timed with the utterance, “small enough.”
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Gesture type was not entirely determined by the lexical affiliate, so that a single utter-

ance was amenable to different representations in gesture. The utterance “to the left,” for

instance, received both dynamic and static treatments in gesture (Fig. 7). Speaking of an

interval to the left of a particular point, one participant co-produces a static gesture con-

sisting of a forward beat with a small-c hand shape, followed by a post-stroke hold of

nearly 1 s, capturing the static notion of containment (Fig. 7A). Discussing a function

that intersects a line by “going a little bit to the left,” another participant fluidly slides

his hand to the left, his forefinger extended in the direction of motion—expressing the

function’s imagined motion (Fig. 7B). Although produced with the same lexical affiliate—
“to the left”—these two gestures differ radically in kinematics and hand shape.

This quantitative and qualitative analysis supports the hypothesis that dynamic thought

is widespread and spontaneous during the generation of a rigorous proof. Dynamic ges-

ture was associated with concepts thought to involve fictive motion and source–path–goal
schemas, suggesting that dynamic conceptualizations are not restricted to pedagogy but

active during expert mathematical practice. It remains unclear, however, what role this

dynamism is playing. Is it merely supporting understanding, or does it actively shape and

constrain inference-making? To begin to answer this, we turn to a cognitive-historical

case study of 19th-century mathematics.

4. Cauchy and the dynamic continuum

Both static e–d continuity and dynamic natural continuity are evident in textbook and

expository discourse, and the gesture study described above suggests that dynamic con-

ceptualization is present during real-time mathematical practice, even when practitioners

are engaged in rigorous proving. How do these different conceptual systems impact the

practice of mathematics itself—what mathematicians write, infer, argue, claim? One

possibility is that they play a functional role in mathematical practice by supplying infer-

ential structure and thus guiding proof creation and verification. Actual mathematical

(A) (B)

Fig. 7. Two gestures co-produced with the utterance, “to the left.” While the gesture on the left is static, the

one on the right is dynamic, thus illustrating that their properties are not entirely determined by the lexical

affiliate.
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proofs, after all, are seldom fully formalized but are couched in natural language (Rav,

2007) and depend on readers’ tacit know-how and implicit, shared knowledge (L€owe &

M€uller, 2010).
A particular incident in the mid-19th-century development of the calculus is illuminat-

ing: Cauchy’s formulation and repeated defense of a “false” theorem. This historical inci-

dent has received considerable attention from historians of mathematics, and we do not

intend to revisit the historical details in their entirety (see, e.g., Laugwitz, 1987). In addi-

tion, a complete cognitive-historical analysis of this incident would need to unpack the

notion of infinitesimal number in Cauchy’s conceptual system, which goes beyond the

scope of this article.5 Rather, we focus here on how the findings of cognitive science can

shed light on the particular role of dynamism in this episode.

4.1. Cauchy’s “fallacious” proof

In 1821, Cauchy published the textbook Cours d’analyse, which is often credited with

laying the groundwork for a rigorous account of continuity, limits, and other concepts

central to calculus (e.g. Bell, 1940). But the Cours d’analyse also contained a purported

proof of a theorem that, in the words of the mathematician Abel, “admits exceptions.”

Cauchy’s theorem is commonly expressed as:

Theorem

The limit function of a convergent sequence of continuous functions is itself
continuous.

In other words, if all the terms of a converging sequence are continuous, then the limit

of this sequence—itself a function—should be continuous as well. This is true in many

cases. But as stated, the theorem is apparently false: There exist counterexamples, many

of which were well known even to Cauchy (Laugwitz, 1987). Consider, for instance, a

Fourier series suggested by the mathematician Abel in 1826:

sinðxÞ � 1

2
sinðxÞ þ 1

3
sinð3xÞ � � � �

Each term is continuous, the partial sums are all continuous, and as the number of

terms approaches infinity, the sequence converges to a function. Cauchy’s theorem states

that this limit function should itself be continuous. But from the perspective of modern-

day calculus as codified by standard e–d definitions, and even to mathematicians of

Cauchy’s time, Abel’s function is discontinuous at any odd multiple of p (Fig. 8).

Cauchy, it seems, was wrong. In spite of these counterexamples, Cauchy reiterated his

theorem and proof unchanged in 1833; and then defended a slightly modified version before

the French Academy of Sciences in 1853. How to explain this perseveration in error by a

great mathematician and central figure in the 19th-century development of analysis?
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One possibility is that Cauchy was just plain confused. From the perspective of

modern-day calculus, what is missing is the notion of uniform convergence (Grattan-

Guinness, 1979). Cauchy was not alone in failing to recognize uniform convergence, so

perhaps his blunder is not so exceptional. This deflationary account, however, seems at

odds with Cauchy’s sustained and deliberate defense of his theorem in the face of

counterexamples (Larvor, 1997). But if not a simple oversight, then what?

4.2. Dynamism in Cauchy and cognitive science

An alternate proposal, due to Lakatos (1978), is that the controversy was the result of

differences in the implicit theories held by Cauchy and by his critics. Lakatos argues that,

in generating his proof, Cauchy was not drawing on the inferential structure of modern-

day calculus but was operating with an idiosyncratic theory of the continuum in which

dynamism played a crucial role. Cauchy’s understanding of variable, function, and conti-

nuity were dynamic in specific and precise ways. For instance, he writes:

On dit qu’une quantit�e variable devient infiniment petite, lorsque sa valeur num�erique
d�ecroit ind�efiniment de mani�ere �a converger vers la limite zero. (Cauchy, 1821, p. 37,

emphasis in the original)

In this passage, we are told that a variable becomes infinitely small (“devient infiniment
petite”) whenever its numerical value decreases indefinitely (“d�ecroit ind�efiniment”) in

such a way that it converges to a limit of zero. Elsewhere, he defines a variable with a

limit at positive infinity as one that takes on values that “increase more and more, in such

Fig. 8. Partial sums of Abel’s counterexample, with 3, 10, and 1,000 terms. As the number of

terms approaches infinity, the series approaches a limit function that is not (e–d) continuous at integer

multiples of p.
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a way that it surpasses any given number” (Cauchy, 1821, p. 19, our translation6). Num-

bers are granted motion, and that motion is structured by the source–path–goal schema:

Cauchy’s variables are allowed to move along the continuum of numbers, not just taking

on discrete values, but moving against the background of the continuum and passing

“any given number” in the process. For Cauchy, “‘variable quantity’ is not simply a man-

ner of speech but a vital part of the theory” (Lakatos, 1978, p. 156). When grounded in

cognitive phenomena like fictive motion and image schemas, Cauchy’s dynamic “theory”

is seen as a case of idiosyncratic conceptualization.

If these linguistic flourishes were the extent of Cauchy’s dynamism, then a skeptical

reader would be right to wonder what the fuss is all about. But the dynamism of

Cauchy’s thought is essential to his “fallacious” proof. The inferential structure that

Cauchy evinces in his proof is what one might expect if he were to metaphorically

construe the continuum as consisting, in part, of moving points (Lakatos, 1978)—that is,

trajectors moving fictively across a numerical landscape. This is particularly apparent

when Cauchy (1853) directly addresses a proposed counterexample to his theorem: the

Fourier series due to Abel (Fig. 8). His strategy is to show that Abel’s counterexample is

not, after all, subject to the theorem—in particular, that the terms of the Fourier series

are not convergent in a small region around the putative points of discontinuity, and so,

therefore, violate one of the theorem’s assumptions. To show this, Cauchy uses a notion

of “point mobile” (1853, p. 36), or moving point. The crux of Cauchy’s argument is that

the series does not converge for all points in a sufficiently small region around the trou-

blesome values of x = �p, �3p, �5p…—in particular, for nearby moving points. In

addition to the immobile real numbers along the continuum, Cauchy also requires that the

series converges for, for example, the moving point x ¼ 1
n, with n taking on increasingly

larger values. With this added requirement, Abel’s counterexample no longer converges

at the points of [e–d] discontinuity (Lakatos, 1978). This notion of a moving point is an

instance of fictive motion, structured by a source–path–goal schema.

Importantly, Cauchy’s “point mobile” requires some background space against which

it can move. In Euclid or Newton, similarly, a point could trace an arc, moving around a

center, and yet maintain its identity; numbers were entities in a space, like a stain on a

table’s surface, not constitutive of the space itself. In modern-day mathematics, on the

other hand, a point’s identity is bound to its place in the continuum; the number 2 is no

longer two if it moves past 2.1 or slides below 1.9 (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000, Ch. 12). Not

so for Cauchy, for whom a moving point could maintain its identity as it ranged across

the background continuum. The argumentation in Cauchy’s proof, therefore, reveals a

heavy dependence on fictive motion and the source–path–goal schema, particularly when

it comes to continuity and limits. Situated within a conceptual system that sanctions this

dynamism, Cauchy’s proof becomes inferentially coherent.

4.3. Discussion

We have argued briefly that Cauchy’s persistent defense of a “fallacious” proof

is explained by his dynamic conceptualization of the continuum, as first proposed by
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Lakatos (1978). Moreover, we have suggested that this dynamism can be grounded in

domain-general mechanisms documented by cognitive linguistics, mechanisms that

provide some of the inferential organization of Cauchy’s conclusions. Dynamic conceptu-

alization, therefore, is not limited to pedagogical or expository settings but plays a role in

expert proving and shaped inference even in Cauchy—in spite of opposing pressures from

rigorous definitions that capture an alternative, static conceptualization.

This reading of Cauchy, of course, is not without its critics. Grattan-Guinness (1979)

argues that Cauchy’s dynamic language was a product of his era, not a reflection of

underlying conceptualization. Decades of research in cognitive linguistics and

psychology, however, have demonstrated that regularities in metaphorical language are

often indicative of underlying conceptual organization, as revealed by behavioral experiments,

gesture studies, and neuroimaging (N�u~nez & Sweetser, 2006; Saygin et al., 2010;

Williams & Bargh, 2008). Coupled to the evidence surveyed above that fictive motion is

ubiquitous and psychologically real, the regular and widespread use of dynamic language

is evidence for, not against, a dynamic construal of variables, functions, and the contin-

uum.

In arguing for Cauchy’s dynamic conceptualization, of course, we are not ruling out

the possibility that he also held a static conceptualization—indeed, he was responsible for

introducing the notational innovations that are at the heart of the static e–d definitions of

limits and continuity (Grabiner, 1983), definitions which rely on notions like preservation
of closeness (N�u~nez & Lakoff, 1998). Multiple construals of a single conceptual domain

are common; we can alternatively think of affection in terms of spatial proximity (“close
friends”) or warmth (“a warm welcome”). Conceptualization is seldom monolithic, after

all. Nevertheless, the preceding cognitive-historical case study suggests that Cauchy’s

inference making was driven, at least in part, by a dynamic conceptualization of limits

and continuity.

5. General discussion

Did the late-19th-century “arithmetization” of calculus effectively banish spatial intu-

itions? The two studies presented in this article suggest otherwise. The cognitive

resources deployed by Cauchy to reason about the continuity of functions remain present

in the proof practices of 21st-century mathematics graduate students. Mathematical con-

cepts that are defined in entirely abstract, static terms are nevertheless brought to life in

virtue of precise yet dynamic cognitive mechanisms like fictive motion and source–path–
goal schemas.

These dynamic conceptual resources influence proof practices in various ways.

Dynamic, metaphorical reasoning may be especially important during the teaching, com-

munication, or explanation of proof. Indeed, the role of metaphor, fictive motion, and

image schemas during pedagogy is supported by research on textbook discourse and

classroom interaction (N�u~nez, 2006). It is possible that, outside of pedagogy, fictive

motion and image schemas also surface in expert mathematical practice—but only
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epiphenomenally, or as a handmaiden to standard technical reasoning. For instance, the

dynamic gesture production observed among graduate students engaged in proving could,

conceivably, reflect dynamic thinking, but only as an upshot of step-by-step logical infer-

ence. The Cauchy incident, however, suggests a more active role for conceptual systems:

When it comes to functions, limits, and continuity, the skillful practitioner complements

the rigorous definitions with dynamic conceptualizations, each guiding and constraining

the other.

Admittedly, it remains to be shown that dynamism continues to play this last role in

modern-day mathematics. Many historians of mathematics, after all, believe that Cauchy

marked the end of a reliance on dynamical intuitions; any remaining dynamical intuitions,

they argue, should play second fiddle to the precise definitions that replaced intuition with

rigor. Nevertheless, the paired studies show that dynamic conceptualization is present in

expert practice and has the potential, at least, to structure the inferences deployed in

proofs.

5.1. Stability and certainty

Most cognitive activities are marked by rampant and sometimes irresolvable disagree-

ment. If the meaning and inferential structure of, say, poetry (Turner, 1996) is brought

forth by the same domain-general cognitive mechanisms as mathematics, then what

accounts for the exceptional stability and certainty of mathematical belief? The Cauchy

incident, after all, is striking exactly because it exhibits sustained disagreement, unusual

in mathematics. Cognition seems at pains to account for the stability of mathematical

practice.

A number of observations mitigate the force of this objection. First, the stability of

mathematics may have been overblown, obscuring ambiguity and dissent (Byers, 2007;

Grosholz, 2007; Lakatos, 1976). Second, mathematics is subject to stringent cultural

norms and top-down pressures that preclude sustained disagreement; when ambiguities do
arise, they are quickly dissolved. Third, when conceptual systems are widely shared, they

may actually contribute to the stability of mathematical thought. Conversely, the case

study of Cauchy highlights the lack of robust consensus and mutual understanding that

can arise when conceptual systems are not shared, a sentiment echoed by mathematicians

themselves (e.g., Thurston, 1994).

Fourth, mathematical practice is not restricted to purely intracranial cognitive resources

but also draws on a rich set of external cognitive tools: graphs, diagrams, notations

(Muntersbjorn, 2003; Giaquinto, 2007; De Cruz, 2008; Landy & Goldstone, 2007; see

also Hutchins, 1995). These material artifacts may play a role in generating consensus by

structuring inference making during discovery and proof. In this vein, we note only in

passing that Cauchy was one of the originators of the e–d notation (Grabiner, 1983)—and

yet failed to deploy those notational resources in any significant way in his contested

proof. Imaginative conceptual processes, moreover, interact in largely unexplored ways

with these external resources (Kirsh, 2010). Recall that graduate students’ thinking

remained dynamic even when fully immersed in set notation; static definitions and
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dynamic thought operated in concert. Stable mathematical practice may emerge from this

interplay between rigorous definitions—often codified by precise and productive notations—
and the rich conceptual systems deployed by mathematicians while proving.

5.2. Conclusion

As Wittgenstein (2009, p. 238) reminds us, “Of course, in one sense, mathematics is a

body of knowledge, but still it is also an activity.” Proving is a skillful activity that

demands the simultaneous deployment of a variety of resources, some rigorous and

abstract (e.g. e–d notation), others more conceptual, embodied, experiential—in a word,

human. Our analysis of mathematical practice, both historical and contemporary, suggests

that conceptual systems play an essential role in skillful proving, even when those con-

ceptual systems—which are not mere “vague informal intuitions”—are inconsistent with

the standard technical definitions and deductive inferences that are sometimes considered

the core of mathematics. Mathematical practice is a human practice, a cognitive activity

par excellence, and much of that activity is irreducible to formalisms and logic. Account-

ing for the singular nature of mathematics will require that we attend to the details of that

cognitive activity.
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Notes

1. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, a dynamic conceptualization does not

preclude a rigorous treatment. Physics deals rigorously with motion and change.

However, it is an historical fact that this is not what happened in the development

of calculus—a fact that allows us to tease apart the complementary roles of rigor-

ous definitions and conceptualizations.

2. We thank Laurie Edwards for access to the corpus, collected in collaboration with

Guershon Harel and Rafael N�u~nez.
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3. Note that the function need not be continuous. For continuous functions, the result

follows trivially from the Intermediate Value Theorem.

4. It is worth noting that the majority of participants’ gestures were deictic (or point-

ing) gestures, anchored to blackboard inscriptions. These were excluded from this

study.

5. In any case, Cauchy was not exceptional in his reliance on infinitesimals. But see

Lakoff and Núñez (2000) for an attempt to identify the conceptual prerequisites for

the notion of infinitesimal.

6. “Lorsque les valeurs num�eriques successives d’une même variable croissant de plus

en plus, de mani�ere �a s’�elever au-dessus de tout nombre donn�e, on dit que cette

variable a pour limite l’infini positif […].”
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